Welcome / Lunch

Introductions: Christina Sinclair, Carrie Baker, Joe Strahl, Carrie Durrett, Katie Snyder Martin, Julie Stadler

Reports:
  - PCOE certification data (KSM)
  - Clinical teaching data (CD)
  - Cert testing pass rates (JS)

Update: Ethics training

Committee Discussion:
  - Priority Partners
  - Recruitment Retention of EPP Students-
    - Exploring creation of online class for HS Ss
  - Co-teaching model for clinical teaching (student teaching)
  - T-TESS
  - Field Supervisor Code Update
  - Content Test Code Update

Important Dates
  - Clinical Teachers first and last days Jan 17th, May 4
  - April 15th – Deadline, nominations for Outstanding Field Supervisor and Outstanding Mentor Teacher
  - May 4 – Partners in Educator Preparation Event
  - May 5th – Spring Teacher Career Fair

Other Items